We Were a Powerful Policy Voice

- Achieved a “clean” 2019 SNF PPS Rule
- Skilled nursing providers received a 2.4% market basket increase
- Avoided Congressional cuts to the profession
- Advocated for $2 billion in group and concurrent therapy efficiencies in PDPM
- Received partial delay of Requirements of Participation
- Successfully advocated for authorization of VA Provider Agreements
- Achieved elimination of annual therapy caps exemption process, removing billion-dollar Medicare risk
- Codified rate increase for the FY 2019 payment rule

We Were a Powerful Political Voice

- Met goal of raising $3.735 million in hard dollars and $1.8 million in soft dollars
- Hosted more than 200 events for members of Congress
We Addressed Workforce Issues

- Partnered with Paraprofessional Healthcare Institute to provide member workforce resources
- Created a Workforce Resource Center for members

We Advanced Quality Care

- More members earned Quality Awards
- Increased the number of Bronze and Gold applications to the Quality Award program
- Trained members to become infection prevention specialists
- Launched the third iteration of the Quality Initiative

We Were a Strong Organization

Record Number of Member Facilities
- 2013: 12,258
- 2018: 13,862